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ABSTRACT

The infinite group of deformed diffeomorphisms of space-time continuum is put into the
basis of the Gauge Theory of Gravity. This gives rise to some new ways for unification of gravity
with other gauge interactions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internal symmetry gauge interactions can be easily unified with each other through the
unification of the corresponding symmetry groups. On the contrary, to incorporate gravity into some
unified scheme other ways are needed. As an example one could mention supersymmetry, or higher
dimensional theories, or both. Such difference has two reasons. First of all, in the framework of
finite dimensional Lie groups a non-trivial unification of the Poincare* group with internal symmetry
groups is impossible, as the well-known Coleman-Mandula no-go theorem states [1]. Secondly,
a consistent gauge theory of the gravitational field is still to be found. The widely known gauge
approach to gravity, developed in [2, 3] in fact gives gauge interpretation neither to metric fields
nor to vierbein ones. An interpretation of these as connections in appropriate fiberings has been
achieved at the expense of unnatural juxtapositions [4]. The reason for all these difficulties lies in
the fact that the fibre bundles formalism is appropriate only for the internal symmetry Lie groups,
which do not act on the space-time manifold, but for gauge gravity this restriction is obviously
meaningless.

A generalization of gauge groups for the case of their non-trivial action on the space-
time continuum was proposed in [5]. Gauge fields, corresponding to internal or external (space-
time) symmetry both acquire single interpretation as deformation parameters of infinite dimensional
(from now onwards simply infinite) Lie groups.

Giving to the Einstein gravity the consistent status of a gauge theory it allows us to unify
gravity with other gauge interactions by the unification of the initially separated gauge groups into
a single one-deformed infinite Lie group [6]. Such a unification might well be a non-trivial one
with a good physical content, and for this task much work is certainly needed.

In the present paper the possibilities of the unification of gravity with internal symmetry
gauge interactions on the basis of the deformed infinite Lie groups have been demonstrated on the
two simple examples of the gravity and electrodynamics unification. The first example, named
canonical, leads to the standard Einstein—Maxwell equations in Riemannian space—time. The sec-
ond one, in a sense more symmetrical, suggestively leads to some new principles: nonlinearity of
electrodynamics already on the classical level, inherent smeamess of all electric charges, manifes-
tation of the new degree of freedom of the electrogravitational field. The universal Planck length
constant L in this case serves for the extension rather than for the contraction of physical symme-
try. The upper bound on the electrodynamics potentials is also of Planck scale, so for the usually
considered non-fantastic field strength values the new example of electrogravity is practically the
canonical one.

The first simpler case is presented in the current part of the paper - Part I. The non-
canonical example of electrogravity is considered in Part II, which will appear later.



2. DEFORMED INFINITE LIE GROUPS

A concise introduction into the approach adopted follows below for convenience. A more
detailed description can be found in [5].

Let a Lie group G with the product law (g\ • gi)a = £>a( g\ • 52) act on the space—time
manifold M (perhaps non-neffectively) according to the formula x^ « /^(a^g) [7J. The infinite Lie
group f a is parametrized by functions ga(x), which satisfy the condition det{dvf

M(x, g(x))} j
0 Vi € M. The product law in To is determined by the formula

(9\ xh)a(x) = <pa(gdx),g2(x')) ,

where xfft = /**( x, g~\ (a;)) sets the action of TQ on M. In the case of trivial action of the group G
on M x1* - x** and to appears to be an ordinary gauge group G9.

Let us pass from the group fG to the group TQ isomorphic to it by formula ga(x) =
Ha(x, g(x)) (Latin indices assume the same values as the corresponding Greek ones). The func-
tions Ha(x, g) have the properties:

IH, Ha(x,g)eC

2H, Ha(x,0)=0 V iGM;

3H, 3Ka(x,g): K*(x,H(x,g)) = ga

Vrr e M, g€G .

The group To product law is determined by its isomorphism to the group f̂ :

(01 * 92)a = <pa
x(9i(x),g2(x')) := H°(x,ip(K(x,9^x)), K(x',g2{x')))) (1)

z " W ( z , 0 i ( x ) ) ^ /^(x. /Cd.SiCa:)) ) . (2)

Formula (2) sets the action of TQ on M.

Such transitions between the groups f Q and TQ we name as deformations of infinite Lie
groups, since the corresponding deformations of geometric structures of manifolds, subjected to
group action, are directly associated with them [5]. We name the functions Ha( x, g) as deformation
functions, and

as auxiliary deformation funtions.

The functions px, setting the product law (1) in the group TQ, are explicitly z-dependent,
so the structure coefficients of the group TQ are rc-dependent as well:



Since

where H% is reciprocal to the H% matrix, the generators of the group TG are expressed fey the
generators of the group G with the help of deformation coefficients: Xa - £% 3M = H% X& and
commute with each other with the help of the structure functions of the group YG:

Xc. (4)

3. GRAVITY AS THE GAUGE THEORY OF THE TRANSLATION GROUP

Let G = T, where T is the group of space-time translations. In this case yA*i ,*2) =
tf +1% and x'* = x* + f. The group fr is parametrized by the functions #*( x), which satisfy the
condition

^ ^ ^ V 1 6 M .

The product law in f T is:

(U ^ m
where x'11 = x* + V{{ x) determines the action of f T on M. The product law indicates that f T ij the
group of space-time diffeomorphisms Diff M in a special parametrization. Thus, in the approach
considered, the Diff M group appears to be the gauge group of liberated local translations. The
generators of the f r action on M are simply derivatives X^ = d^ and this corresponds to the case
of the flat M and the absence of gravitational field [5].

Let us deform the group f ? -+ TTt introducing simultaneously in M gravitational field:
tm( x) = Hm( x, t( x)). The product law in TT is determined by the formulae:

(«i x t 2)m(x) = Hm(x,K{x,h(x)) + K(x\t2(x'))), (5)

'* * ,ti(:r)) . (6)

Formula (6) sets the action of IV on M.

The gravitational field potentials are identified with the auxiliary deformation functions
h™(.%) = dpHm{ x, t) \tm0, which can be treated as vierbeins. The generators Xm = ht^ 9M of the
FT action on M commute with each other with the help of structure functions of the group VT,
which are

The structure functions F%n differ from non-holonomity coefficients only by a factor - lji and are

identified with the field strength tensor of the gravitational field. The same gravitational field is

described by all the groups r> obtained one from the other by internal automorphismsm. Under



these automorphisms, which can always be connected with the transformations of coordinates on

M, the fields h™ transform according to the general covariance law, that for the infinitesimal tm (x)

is

and the field strength tensor F£B does not change being a general covariant scalar.

The transformation law (8) is similar to the transformation law for internal symmetry

gauge fields and the only difference consists in the replacement of a finite Lie group structure

constants by the infinite Lie group !> structure functions. This fact permits us to interpret the group

FTi as the gauge translation group and the vector fields h™, as the gauge field of the translation

group.

The gravitational field action

is to be taken IV-invariant, so that it is to be constructed from invariant field strength tensor F^.

Among all the bilinear on F^ n Lagrangians there is one

c C* k k m n n ,

which differs from the Einstein Lagrangjan only by total divergence [4]. It also acquires a total
divergence-term under the local Lorentz Aff transformation, and the Aff-invariance of the gravi-
tational field equations takes place. The gravitational field displacement tensor B£f := da^Lh is
determined by the choice of L&. IY in variance of Lh leads to the following identities of the second
E. Noether theorem:

(9)

(10)

where y/—g t% is the Noether translation symmetry current, which is conserved on extremals due
to the weak identity (10). So

is the energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational field. The identities (9) are the strong ones. In
the presence of matter fields tensor tjf, in (10) should be replaced by the total energy-momentum
tensor T& = t!^ + T&, where 7£ is the energy-momentum tensor of the gravitating matter. The I>
invariance, leading to the identities (9) for any choice of Lh, gives rise to the equations of gravity
that are similar to me electromagnetic ones,

For the special choice LA = L% Eqs.(12) are the Einstein ones in the vierbein transcription. In this
case among the 16 equations (12) there are only 6 independent ones, because there is the gauge
freedom in the choice of TT and A ? gauges, and the 10 gauge conditions should be specified for
the gravitational potentials /i™.



4. CANONICAL ELECTROGRAVITY

The form of the gravity equations (12) is uniquely determined by the fact that the gravity
is the gauge theory of the translation group. In turn, the electrodynamics is the gauge theory of the
phase translation group 1/(1). So, the suggestive idea to get the electrogravity as the gauge theory
of the unified group T^uo) = Tr ® C7( 1)* is worth being considered.

There are many ways to get a semidirect product of such a land and all of them are
connected by the isomorphisms of the groups IYxux i) - ie., by their deformations. Let us consider
first the simplest way, which leads to the canonical electrogravity. In this case the deformations of
the group fr®tKi) are chosen so that the auxiliary deformation functions H% have the following
triangle form:

* ; - ( - » ! < ) • C 1 3 )

where £ = y/ZhnJac^ = 2.67 10"32cm, Jfc = e/ch, K is the gravity constant, a is the fine

structure constant.

The infinitesimal action on P = M x U (1) of the corresponding deformed group ̂ ^®m i)

(14)
6<p = -kcS + kAmtm .

The generators of the transformations (14) are X$ = —kc dv and Xm = h^( 3M + k A^ dv).

The auxiliary functions h™( x) and A» (x) are identified with potentials of gravitational
and electromagnetic fields, respectively. The non-trivial structure functions of the group

are identified with the field strength tensors of gravitational and electromagnetic fields. The same
physical situation is described by all the groups ^T&JO)* connected with each other by internal
automorphisms, leading to the gauge transformation of the potentials:

t 3 , t ,
-Aj, = Ap + F^ h\ tk - cd»6 .

The field stength tensors of gravitational and electromagnetic fields are gauge invariant, of course,

and may produce 1 ^ ^ ^ invariant Lagrangian of canonical electrogravity:

^ (16)

The Tf9Ui! j invariance determines the following form of equations of the canonical electrogravity:

_ _ TM

c ' (17)

6



where
1 / 1flf = _ p"** p - — h? Fvf> F

m Am- \ Vm A m "

is the energy-momentum tensor of an electromagnetic field.
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